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KEY POINTS: 

 Global markets continue a mild risk-off tone on Mexican tariffs 

 Populist politics is fouling the outlook, mainly in the US 

 US macro releases could firm today… 

 …including ISM, construction, vehicle sales 

 Fed-speak: Quarles, Barkin, Bullard… 

 …may be teasers ahead of Powell tomorrow 

 UK manufacturing PMI falls… 

 …as Brexit stocking at least temporarily reverses 

 Gold rallying again on real 10 year Treasury yield 

 Global Week Ahead 
 

Please go here for the Global Week Ahead—Is The Fed’s Moral Hazard 

Problem More Serious This Time? Key risks this week will include:  

 Mexican tariffs 

 Key Fed-speak 

 CBs: ECB, RBA, RBI, Chile 

 US: nonfarm, ISM 

 Canada: Jobs, trade, auction 

 CPI: Eurozone, Mexico Peru… 

 …Colombia, Brazil, Chile… 

 …SK, Philippines, Thailand, Taiwan 

 UK PMIs 

 European macro 

 BoJ’s Kuroda 

 BoE’s Carney 

 Australian GDP 

 Chinese PMIs 

 Other US macro 
 

INTERNATIONAL 

Global market risk appetite is again being weighed down by populist 

politics. Trump’s weekend remarks reinforced his support for tariffs against 

Mexico, as his top economic advisor Kevin Hassett stepped down with no reason 

provided although he says tariffs weren’t an issue in the wake of division within 

the US administration on the tariffs. Significant US macro releases could face 

upside risk this morning that may allay at least some of the concern toward the 

US economic outlook. Fed-speak is on tap, but the bigger focus will be upon 

tomorrow’s address by Chair Powell. The fundamentals of the US economy 
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Country Date Time Event Period BNS Consensus Latest

US 06/03 09:00 Total Vehicle Sales (mn a.r.) May 16.9 16.9 16.4

US 06/03 10:00 Construction Spending (m/m) Apr 0.5 0.4 -0.9

US 06/03 10:00 ISM Manufacturing Index May 53.3 53.0 52.8
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remain strong and protectionism may ignite further upside to inflation which complicates the policy rates outlook. Our forecast 

reassessment later this week will nevertheless need to take into account the fact that geopolitical developments have not 

proceeded as expected on virtually every front from US-China to US-Mexico to US-Iran and in Europe including Brexit and Italian 

developments. Deteriorating trade policy beyond our assumptions is at the centre of it all. We will be particularly focused upon 

Powell, US data including Friday’s nonfarm and whether tariffs on Mexico go ahead one week from today. 

 US equity futures are down by ¼% to ½% with tech leading the decliners. TSX futures are slightly lower. European cash 

markets are slightly lower in London, Frankfurt and Paris with Spain’s 0.4% decline the weakest. Asian equities were mixed as 

Tokyo sold off by just under 1%, HK was flat, mainland China fell by between 0.3% (Shanghai) and 1% (Shenzhen) and Seoul 

closed up 1.3%.  

 The US Treasury curve is bull steepening on a 2s10s basis with the 2 year yield down 4bps. Canada’s curve is also bull 

steepening. European 10s are rallying by about 2bps in gilts and French bonds with German 10s at -0.21% and Italian 

spreads narrowing by about 5bps over bunds. 

 Oil prices are higher by about half a buck in terms of WTI and Brent. Gold is rallying by about $12 to about US$1317 and has 

gained $38 since the Mexican tariff headlines hit. The decline in the real 10 year Treasury yield relative to gold financing and 

storage costs is motivating the precious metal’s rally (see chart). 

 The USD is little changed overall, but that’s because of offsetting movements in individual crosses. The Mexican peso is down 

another 0.6% this morning and sterling is slightly lower. The euro is little changed along with CAD, but slightly appreciating.  

The UK manufacturing sector slipped marginally into contraction in this morning’s update of the purchasing managers’ 

index for May. At 49.4, the decline is notable from a prior reading of 53.1 and against consensus for a 52.2 print. In fact, the 

reading was weaker than all twenty-seven forecasts. The new orders sub-gauge fell to 48.6 from 51.7 the prior month. At least 

some of this is a reversal of the stocking that was going on over prior months as the manufacturing gauge peaked in March. That 

stocking was pre-emptive ahead of hard Brexit fears. Hard Brexit concerns have been pushed out at least to the end of October 

which provides a period to burn off excess inventories before contemplating whether to re-stock again in future. 

UNITED STATES 

We are reassessing our forecasts in light of the deterioration in global trade policy particularly US-centric developments 

and this week’s developments will significantly inform potential revisions. We’ve never believed the US economic 

expansion might simply run out of gas and end in imminent recession to spark rate cuts which has been the dominant thinking of 

the rate cut camp for much of this year, but our base line geopolitical assumptions are not performing well particularly as applied to 

trade policy.  

At issue is the fundamental assumption that Trump would settle with China, avoid auto 

tariffs against Europe and Japan and advance NAFTA with an eye on the 2020 

Presidential election and the campaigning that has already been underway. US-China 

relations have deteriorated to the point to which nothing much is expected by way of 

positive developments any time soon including the June 28–29th G20 Summit in Japan. In 

fact, the scope for further deterioration is significant. In addition, we’re more concerned 

about a hard Brexit amidst heightened uncertainty over UK politics. What is tipping the 

balance for us is the prospect of punitive US tariffs applied against Mexican imports and 

the prospect for retaliation that nobody anticipated and that is so far outside of the bounds 

of rationality policy making as to mystify markets. This sharply lessens the prospects for 

NAFTA 2.0 ratification across all three member countries while nevertheless retaining 

NAFTA 1.0. In short, the outlook is being fouled by US and British politics. 

That said, this week’s developments may be key to determine Fed rate cut 

prospects any time soon. Markets are pricing one-in-five odds of a cut on June 19th 
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and over 50% odds of a cut on July 31st. This week’s US macro data, Fed guidance including from several top-of-the-house 

speakers, and whether US tariffs against Mexico do indeed go into force as of one week from today will inform our views. Mexican 

negotiators will be in Washington on Wednesday and their success or lack thereof may inform this risk sooner. A 5% compounded 

tax added at every value-added stage of production and export activity would be highly negative to North American supply chains. 

The complicating part, however, is that higher inflation would likely ensue. 

Three Fed-speakers take to the podium today, but the far bigger Fed focus this week may be upon Chair Powell and 

Governor Brainard tomorrow and Vice Chair Clarida on Wednesday. Vice Chair Quarles speaks today on the transition 

away from Libor at 9:10amET, but anything he says on the outlook and policy may be more meaningful to markets. Richmond Fed 

President Barkin (nonvoting) speaks on female labour force participation, but once again, the market focus will be upon potential 

policy remarks. Finally, St. Louis President Bullard (voting) speaks at 1:25pmET and he is likely to sound dovish, having already 

stated the Fed “may have slightly overdone it with our December hike” and “rates are at a good place in the U.S. right now, if 

anything we are a little restrictive I would say.” 

US markets will digest a trio of reports that will inform growth tracking and potential revision risk. They are as follows. 

1. ISM-manufacturing (10amET): There is a chance at an upside surprise to the consensus call for a little changed reading 

from the 52.8 mark that was set in April. Each of the Philly, Richmond and Empire regional surveys improved last month and 

particularly the first two can be correlated with an improved ISM reading. Watch prices paid if not this month then next month given 

recently declining oil prices (see chart), but the correlations between the gauges may be lessened by tariff considerations. More 

import is the alleged theory that the Fed cuts when the ISM gauge sharply deteriorates and points toward contraction. The 

accompanying chart shows this isn’t an air-tight theory by any means. There is also a Canadian connection here, given that a 

weakening ISM reading tends to presage weakening Canadian machinery exports to the US and downsides to Canadian 

manufacturing in light of the high degree of cross-border integration. Ditto for the US.  

2. US construction spending (10amET): Rising new home sales and a soft prior month could motivate a significant gain in 

overall construction spending for April. The prior month was down 0.9%. New home sales climbed sharply over the January 

through March period before slipping in April.  

3. US vehicle sales (late day): Sales from individual companies will arrive over the course of the day before the late-day 

add-up. A mild gain is expected. Weather and incentives may be wreaking havoc in terms of volatility in that sales were soft in 

January and February before surging in March as pent-up demand was released before slipping again in April. Go here for 

Rebekah Young’s Global Auto Report that sweeps through the downdraft in global sales.  
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Source: Bloomberg. All quotes reflect Bloomberg data as at the time of publishing.  While this source is believed to be reliable, Scotiabank cannot guarantee its accuracy. Source: Bloomberg. All quotes reflect Bloomberg data as at the time of publishing.  While this source is believed to be reliable, Scotiabank cannot guarantee its accuracy. 

Fixed Income

Last 1-day 1-wk Last 1-day 1-wk Last 1-day 1-wk Last 1-day 1-wk

U.S. 1.88 1.92 2.17 1.89 1.91 2.12 2.11 2.13 2.32 2.56 2.57 2.75 Canada - BoC 1.75

CANADA 1.39 1.43 1.55 1.33 1.36 1.48 1.47 1.49 1.60 1.75 1.77 1.85

GERMANY -0.66 -0.66 -0.65 -0.58 -0.58 -0.54 -0.21 -0.20 -0.14 0.41 0.43 0.50 US - Fed 2.50

JAPAN -0.18 -0.17 -0.16 -0.20 -0.19 -0.17 -0.09 -0.09 -0.07 0.46 0.46 0.51

U.K. 0.60 0.60 0.64 0.62 0.64 0.71 0.87 0.89 0.96 1.46 1.47 1.52 England - BoE 0.75

CANADA -49 -50 -62 -55 -55 -64 -65 -64 -72 -82 -80 -90 Euro zone - ECB 0.00

GERMANY -253 -258 -281 -247 -249 -266 -232 -233 -247 -215 -214 -225

JAPAN -205 -210 -232 -208 -210 -229 -220 -222 -239 -210 -211 -224 Japan - BoJ -0.10

U.K. -128 -132 -152 -127 -127 -141 -124 -124 -137 -111 -110 -123

Equities Mexico - Banxico 8.25

1 Day 1-mo

S&P/TSX -0.3 -2.8 Australia - RBA 1.50

Dow 30 -1.4 -6.4

S&P 500 -1.3 -6.6 New Zealand - RBNZ 1.50

Nasdaq -1.5 -8.7

DAX -0.2 -5.7

FTSE -0.1 -3.1

Nikkei -0.9 -8.3 Canada - BoC Jul 10, 2019

Hang Seng -0.0 -10.6

CAC -0.1 -6.2 US - Fed Jun 19, 2019

Commodities

WTI Crude 1.6 -12.2 England - BoE Jun 20, 2019

Natural Gas -0.7 -5.0

Gold 0.9 3.0 Euro zone - ECB Jun 06, 2019

Silver 0.6 -3.4

CRB Index 0.2 -3.3 Japan - BoJ Jun 20, 2019

Currencies

USDCAD -0.1 0.6 Mexico - Banxico Jun 27, 2019

EURUSD 0.2 -0.1

USDJPY 0.0 -2.5 Australia - RBA Jun 04, 2019

AUDUSD 0.3 -0.8

GBPUSD 0.0 -4.1 New Zealand - RBNZ Jun 25, 2019

USDCHF -0.3 -1.9

              Spreads vs. U.S. (bps):               
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